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I participated as a digital humanities intern in the 

Department of History to assess geographic 

literacy.

This semester project included:

• Use of Cerego learning platform to make 

interactive maps for 15 history courses

• Analysis of results for over 1300 users

I focused on the relationship between 

geographic concepts and student retention. 

Which geography regions are students more 

familiar with? What types of concepts (countries, 

physical geographic, linguistic groups, etc.) can 

students retain easily?

Observances & Conclusion

• Students were more familiar with contemporary 

political geography than with historic or 

geographic concepts

• Cerego’s software struggles with accurately 

teaching small states and rivers

• As this is an ongoing project, the end of the 

semester will provide a complete trial for the 

university’s use of Cerego as a geographic 

literacy toolCollecting the data required downloading CSVs 

of the data from the Cerego website and using 

the command line to combine them. I found the 

following:

• Specific item themes in regions (rivers, historic 

sites, nations etc.)

• Miniscule data points to differentiate student 

error from software weakness

Thank you to Dr. Susan Deans-Smith and Dr. Julie 

Hardwick for their welcoming of me into the 

department as well my fellow project team members 

Sarah van Hoose and Dela Fritz. Special thanks to 

Andrew Akhlaghi for consistent support and coaching 

in this unique digital humanities experience.

Figure 3. Percent average correct out of times
seen per item in lowest scoring Europe map.
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Figure 1. Aggregate average of each generalized region
assessed.
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Figure 2. Aggregate average of the items for each
map in the Europe category of maps.
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